Introductions
Committee Administration
  ➢ Introduction of new Co-Vice Chair Jennifer Hohman. Welcome!
Mission, Goals and Objectives
Antitrust guidelines
Meeting Minutes review –
  ➢ Guidelines collaboration on MS Teams Cybersecurity Committee Org.
  ➢ Co-Chair Role is now filled. Action completed!
  ➢ ART Committee collaboration with Cybersecurity Committee.
Notable Events
  ➢ Ransomware attack on hospital causes patient to die.
    ➢ Do we have systems like this that may not be “OT” but still vital to safety of rig personnel?
  ➢ SolarWinds compromise leading to Fire Eye supply chain attack.
    ➢ Lots of good conversation on the more rapid response to this threat, identifying the affected resources much more quickly than in the past.
    ➢ To connect or not to connect? Good conversation here.
Bowtie Risk Analysis
  ➢ Discussion around the IMO 2021 cybersecurity requirements and how to risk assess to show compliance.
  ➢ Lots of good discussion from the committee members. Our hope is that we can collaborate as a group to find a more optimal risk communications method that will raise the standards of all of our orgs and allow better communications between cyber stakeholders (technical and not).
  ➢ Oren – Create channel in Teams for “Risk Management” to continue this conversation after the meeting.
  ➢ Everyone – Join the IADC Cybersecurity Committee MS Teams Org! Juan has the info to join.
Guideline Development
International Association of Drilling Contractors

- Juan asked that members join the MS Teams org and contribute to the conversation.
- **Juan** – mentioned putting firm dates on various components of the Guidelines starting with the Executive Summary. He has posted a draft Executive Summary on Teams. Go there and let us know what you think.
- How will this influence the rest of the supply chain, vendors, etc.
  - Why can’t vendors be more cyber secure? “why does it take a million bucks and a shipyard to upgrade / patch?”
  - Weatherford commented on why this makes the Guidelines more important, so they know how much protection to add. This creates a fair marketplace for vendors to compete.

- **Upcoming activities**
  - **Jim** – Next Meeting - 10 Feb tentative date for next meeting.
  - **Juan** – Subcommittee for drilling contractors only?
  - **Cybersecurity Conference?** Would this be of value for the committee members?
    - **Jim** – Would you want to join forces with another O&G or maritime Cyber conference?